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To survive, red states must now NULLIFY the federal government and declare
themselves “health freedom zones” that DENOUNCE the FDA, CDC and
OSHA
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(Natural News) With illegitimate occupier-in-chief Joe Biden waging outright war and economic terrorism
against red states (see examples below), the leaders of those red states must now nullify federal
government overreach in order to prevent their own citizens from being mass murdered by D.C.
swamp policies that are intentionally designed to achieve depopulation.

Some of the ways the Biden regime is waging war on red states include:

Economic terrorism: Unleashing OSHA to destroy all businesses that won’t enforce vaccine
mandates by levying fines of $70,000 per day or even higher.
Engineered medicine shortages: Biden recently announced restrictions on shipping monoclonal
antibodies to red states in order to maximize covid fatalities in those states.
Vaccine mandates: Through vaccine mandates, Biden is committing medical genocide against
every American, working to achieve a mass die-off that will leave states in a worsening economic
crisis (and humanitarian crisis) as the deaths unfold.
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Border invasion: The Biden regime and its corrupt DOJ are actively fighting against sensible border
security, openly allowing a land invasion of states like Texas and Arizona in order to flood the
nation with replacement Democrat voters.
Money printing madness: Every dollar printed by the Fed and distributed by the Treasury is
actually an instrument of debt that steals purchasing power from the hard-working Americans
who produce things. Those producers tend to live in red states, while blue states are the welfare
states where more people get handouts that were essentially stolen from the producers in the red
states.
Election rigging: Biden and other Democrats like Newsom are now institutionalizing never-ending
election rigging in order to make sure the will of the people is never honored in any election.
Although their own disastrous policies are wildly unpopular, they can continue to maintain power by
cheating in elections, just like they cheated in 2020.
Outlawing of medicine that works: Notice how the D.C. swamp has attacked ivermectin and made
sure no hospital prescribes it to patients? This is also part of the medical genocide agenda, and it’s
a war on humanity.
Punitive taxation: Under the Biden regime (which is actually run by Obama), the IRS will be
handed a mandate to raise taxes on productive American workers, punishing them for having jobs,
all while handing out more welfare and entitlements to the illegals who are allowed to invade
America by the hundreds of thousands each month.

A long train of abuses: These are all acts of war against red states in particular, and against the
American people in general. Any state that follows this “death recipe” will go down with the collapse of
America, exactly as long planned by Obiden. (Obama has been working toward the total collapse of the
USA since he gained power in 2008. He is now the one running Biden.)

Red states must now denounce and ignore the FDA, CDC, OSHA
and other federal agencies that have been weaponized against
the people

To survive the planned culling of America’s population, red states must take a stand and publicly
denounce the FDA, CDC, OSHA and other weaponized federal agencies (ATF?) that are now overtly
working against the interests of the American people.

The FDA serves Big Pharma, not public health or safety. The CDC is a criminal cartel deeply engaged in
depopulation crimes against humanity. OSHA is now preparing to commit economic terrorism against
America’s small businesses with insane daily fines. The ATF is a gun-running organization (remember
Operation Fast & Furious) that seeks to destroy the Second Amendment. You can probably think of
other examples yourself…
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To survive and thrive, red states must declare themselves to be health freedom sanctuary states that
recognize the value of ivermectin, natural medicine, herbal medicine, nutritional medicine and Traditional
Chinese Medicine (along with other healing arts). We must purge Big Pharma from its influence
peddling and eliminate the pharma stranglehold over public policy before pharma achieves its mass
murder agenda.

At the same time, these states must also declare themselves to be First Amendment sanctuary states
while blocking YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Vimeo, Google and other Big Tech tyrants from operating in
those states until they agree to abide by First Amendment principles of free speech.

States must prepare their own currencies to get ready for the
coming dollar collapse

As part of this nullification effort — Tenth Amendment — states must prepare to roll out their own
currencies when the dollar collapses, which now looks to be close at hand. With brain-dead Biden
and the Democrats now absurdly claiming that $3.5 trillion in new government spending costs “zero
dollars” and adds “zero” to government debt, we have truly reached the blowout phase of the dollar
collapse… and the total demise of the dollar isn’t far away. (Soon they will be printing a trillion dollars a
week, and then moving toward a trillion a day…)

Any state that isn’t prepared to introduce its own currency when the dollar implodes will find its own
citizens and economy literally collapsing into near-instant ruin. Importantly, only a gold-backed
currency will be trusted by the citizens in the aftermath of the collapse of the dollar (and the total ruin of
every person holding dollar-denominated bank accounts, US stocks, Treasury bills, dollar debt bonds,
etc.).

It is now clear that nullification is a matter of survival. We either nullify the treacherous, treasonous
federal overreach or we allow Biden to sink us all.

See full detail in today’s Situation Update podcast, which also covers:

China’s power grid emergency.
Why both China and the corrupt US leadership want World War III.
More deaths of pro-vaccine people who mocked anti-vaxxers as stupid morons.
OSHA’s economic terrorism against American businesses.
The increasing risk of Biden’s handlers invoking the “internet kill switch.”
Fuel shortages in the UK, grocery shortages in the USA.
The coming “dark winter” of supply line collapse, chaos, violence and vaccine death.

Today’s podcast is longer than usual, nearly 85 minutes. The last 30 minutes are the most powerful:
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